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openness
 
being with 
what is
 

I am fascinated with the experience of drawing
the openness of the mind consumes me
when an energy much
much bigger than me moves me
I draw
I am 
open and candid
patient and silent
deep listening to that intrinsic energy
flowing with colors
running with marks
being taken for a walk 
by one line
until the unknown reaches 
precision
I still don’t know
what they are
flying tigers
swimming birds
breathing pink
banana blue
this is my world
where I encounter a me 
I don’t know yet
where a child finds home
Where I can inhabit 
the openness of the mind 
for my whole life
1   tape is drawing
3   colorful immediacy  
3   worlds I want to live in
4   life death 
5   a big bug 
6   dragon 
7   swirling land 
8   fruit animal 
9   ahahaha 
10  pink clouds 
11  tiger bird
12  deep breath 
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78
90
94
97
102
107
110
119
124
139
150
13  lightspace
14  pet
15  in the air
16  dance with gravity
17  drawing structure
18  standing
19  waking up in the morning
20  zigzag
21  nne line
22  winter chapel
23  life life
1
make a drawing of 
your drawing instrument 
with 
your drawing instrument
tape draws itself 
precision of materiality 
in the freedom of precision 
tape draws itself
be free as you want 
tape will draw as precise 
as it can be
precision is materiality
precision of not knowing
tape is drawing 
drawing is tape 
2
3
4
colorful immediacy
no depth to hide anything
breath in and out 
be alive
pay attention
5
6
7
8
worlds I want to 
live in for 
my whole life
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
life life 
a child’s cry 
under earth
a thousand years
life life
green urge
cumbling fights
death death
buried breath
white silence
17
life life 
a child’s cry 
under earth
a thousand years
life life
green urge
cumbling fights
death death
buried breath
white silence
18
19
20
21
22
still I
don’t know what
it is
23
still I
don’t know what
it is
24
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my little dragon
is a landscape  
31
my little dragon
is a landscape  
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39
swirling land
swirling land
40
41
animal fruits
animal fruits
42
43
ahahaha
ahahaha
44
pink clouds
45
pink clouds
46
47
48
49
tiger bird
50
51
52
mheeeeee
whoooooo
53
mheeeeee
whoooooo
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be with light
watch the sky
lightspace I
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lightspace II
lightspace II
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one day
I found a 
little animal
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in the air
95
96
97
dance with
gravity
dance with
gravity
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102
I keep turning 
them around
looking 
from above 
and side 
103
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105
106
107
standing
standing
108
109
110
here is where
I want to wake up
in the morning
is my dragon 
feeling the same
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
zigzag
zigzag
zigzag
zigzag
zigzag
zigzag
120
121
122
123
124
when 
a line 
takes me 
for a walk
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129
130
131
132
133
134
135
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137
138
139
a winter chapel
in the filed of
Ronchamp chapel
a winter chapel
in the filed of
Ronchamp chapel
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150
life life 
slightly thicker than death
this tiny difference is 
all that matters
life is something 
death not 
life does not need to be anything
it is something itself
and that’s enough 
the joy of life
the strife
the unsettled curiosity
a gentle urge
in the quietness of breath
is the heart of a rock
stars flow 
moonlight grows
life does not need to be anything
it is something
the heart of a silent rock
knows 
151
married to 
the unknown



